A preconditioning scheme has been implemented into a three-
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where the sonic velocity a is related to static pressure and density by the equation of state: 2 _' P (6) a = --P
The metric terms are defined by the following relations:
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where the solution vector _ has been replaced by 6 : u, v, w, h1 (18) and h is static enthalpy:
The preconditioning matrix F and its inverse F -1 are
given by 
The dissipative flux vector _ii + 1/2 is given by
where Aqi + 1/2 = qi+ 1 -qi and the coefficients V 2 and V 4 are the following: The ASLIP limiter is similar to the SLIP limiter except that the operator L is split into two parts:
where L+(Aq +, Aq) = S(Aq +, Aq)
The switch S is defined the same as above.
Note that in smooth regions of the flow the ASLIP limiter is virtually the same as the SLIP limiter, but in non-smooth regions the ASLIP limiter becomes asymmetric about i + 1/2 due + to the independent action of the two halves, L and L--, of operator L. 
Normalized Velocity Error, Au/u, Percent can be found clearly presented in Reference 28. For convenience, the numerical formulas are also given here:
2J-l_ x = Ay(o, 1, 1)Az(0,-1, 1) -Ay(0,-1, l)Az(o, 1, 1) 2j-I_Y = Az(0, 1, l)Ax(0,-l, 1)-Az(0,-l, l)Ax(0, 1, 1)
2j-l_ z = Ax(0, 1, l)Ay(0,-l, 1) -Ax(0,-1, 1)Ay(0, 1, 1)
where the difference operator is defined as 
The In order to provide an illustration of the test impeller, a coarse rendering of the CFD grid on the impeller hub and blade surfaces is shown in Figure 3 . 
Near-Design
Operating Condition Figure 10 , and at station 48 in Figure  11 . As Figure 9 reveals, the computed solution at station 23 is within the Figure 13 . Again, the differences between the three computed solutions are small enough to be ignored in this figure.
As can be seen, Notice that ateach spanwise location boththesuction surface(SS)andpressure surface (PS)distributions are graphed together, which conveys useful information about theblade static pressure loading, thefundamental means bywhich theimpeller does workonthefluid.Thegreater thearea between theSSandPScurves, thegreater the bladeloading. Withthisin mind, examination of the graphs reveals that theexperimental impeller hassubstantiallymore loading near thetrailing edge than indicated by thenumerical simulations. It cantherefore beanticipated that theoverall workinput andtotal-pressure riseobtained fromthecomputed results will belessthanmeasured. Later it willbeshown that thisisactually thecase. Interms ofthestatic pressure andinletprofile results presented sofar,onlyresults fromoneof thecomputed solutions (theASLIPsolution) wereprovided since, as noted, onlyminor differences existed between thethree computed results. Thisdoes not imply, however, that only minordifferences existin general between thethree solutions. Infact, significant differences doexist aswill become apparent inmuch ofwhat follows.
Contour plots oftheblade-to-blade flowfieldatthe49 percent spanwise location fromthehubareshown in Figure 14forthethree different computed cases (baseline withnopreconditioning, baseline withpreconditioning, ASLIP withpreconditioning). Figure 16 where results for station 165 (see Figure 9 ) are included below those for station 178.
Again, the computational results represent circumferential mass-averages, as do the LDV experimental data. The experimental "pneumatic probe" results in Figure 16 were calculated from measured total pressures using the wellknown Euler work equation, as described in Reference 31.
The static pressure distributions in Figure 15 (bottom) were determined primarily by the static pressure conditions imposed downstream, either by the throttle setting in the experiment or by the grid exit static pressure distribution in the computations. Slightly different grid exit static pressures, constant over the span, were specified for the three CFD cases so as to obtain the same mass flow rate.
As can be seen in the graph, the experimental data indicate a slight positive pressure gradient from shroud-to-hub -which is assumed real, but could be a measurement error due to probe immersion blockage effects --but the magnitude is small enough to be neglected. Figure 16 (top) show virtually the same trends and differences, which strongly implies that the differences in total pressure are due to differences in impeller work rather than in impeller total-pressure loss. As was pointed out earlier, the higher level of experimental impeller work is to be expected in view of the differences in blade (static pressure) loading (see Figure 13 ). Recall from Figure  13 that the experimental blade loading over the last 5 to 10 percent of blade chord (near the trailing edge) was discernibly higher than computed. In fact, closer examination of the pressure distributions in Figure 13 makes Percent Passage Height
Comparison of computed and measured downstream work-coefficient distributions
It might be added that at stations 165 and 178, the radial velocity is approximately equal to the through flow velocity since the flow path is nearly radial.
As can be seen in Figure 17, the aft-half of the impeller exposed substantial differences which might not have otherwise been as apparent. 
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